AR supplement "Konzerthaus Plus"

Print the following pages and immerse yourself
in the world of augmented reality (AR)!
Would you like to stand in the middle of the orchestra and look over the conductor’s shoulder? Or switch halls
with a single click? This is hardly possible in reality, but it is in the digital world! In cooperation with the
University of Applied Sciences Berlin (HTW), the Konzerthaus will be opening a digital exhibition in the vestibule
in the summer of 2018. Five installations convey the architecture and history of the Konzerthaus as well as the
magic and precision of musical interplay. With this download package, you can receive three of the applications
directly at home!

How does it work?
1. Open the AR app “Konzerthaus Plus” on your
smartphone or tablet. After a short tutorial, the
camera mode opens.
2. As soon as the app is in camera mode, hold your
device completely over the respective image on
the following pages.
3. As long as you hold the image completely in the
camera’s field of view, you can move it, rotate it
and also change the distance from your device to
the image.

Notes on printing
It is also possible to print this document in black and white. Please use the recommended paper size of DIN A4, as
otherwise it cannot be guaranteed that the AR content will be recognized.

The app “Konzerthaus Plus” was developed by the project group “Apollo”, an
EU-funded cooperation between the Konzerthaus Berlin and the University of
Applied Sciences Berlin.

The Virtual Quartet
The Konzerthaus Quartett will play String Quartet No. 14 by Franz Schubert (“Death and the
Maiden”) – whenever and wherever you like! But that’s not all: if you cut out the cards individually,
you can mix the musicians as you like and experience the interaction in a completely new way. At the
same time, it’s up to you whether you want to listen to all the musicians playing together or
concentrate on a single instrument. Simply select the corresponding musician and remove the other
cards from the camera’s field of view.

The new concert hall model in 3D
In 2018, we creatively and interactively expanded our existing model of the Konzerthaus Berlin.
The new model not only allows you to view the faithfully restored exterior facade, but also the
main venues of the Konzerthaus and the foyers. Discover the concert hall in a completely new
way and receive further exciting details about the individual halls via interactive plus buttons.

Orchestra puzzle
How well do you know the structure of the orchestra? Find out in our mini-game!
Place the 3-D instruments with your finger on the corresponding instrumental sections
and complete the orchestra.

